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Does Charge Self Similarity
(Including Nuclear Hadron to Valence Electron)

Initiate The Non-Destructive Compression Which
Causes Both Gravity AND Seed Germination?
Apr 2005 , from Dan Winter , soulinvitation.com in collaboration with
heartcoherence.com and Ruggero Maria Santilli

Awareness, Self-Organization and LIFE Permeate
Where Charge Compression and Distribution are
Perfected by Biologic Capacitive Fractality / SelfSimilarity.
Einstein’s relativity failed to understand the fractal
and self similar nature of charge which creates both
gravity and life itself. In part, this has caused a seemingly
debilitating confusion. Here we suggests a life creating replacement - -

PHIRICAIS theory predicts:
soulinvitation.com/phiricais & :
soulinvitation.com/predictions
1. That Self-Similarity is the CAUSE of Gravity because only this symmetry invites the implosive
collapse of charge which turns compression in to
acceleration (gravity). Self similarity moreover
optimized by Golden Ratio is the cause of gravity since only this proportion among waves of charge
CONSTRUCTIVELY recursively heterodynes (adds
and multiplies) their phase VELOCITIES - which
connects the COMPRESSION of charge (making
matter from light) to the ACCELERATION of charge
(gravity). ( experiment outlines also at soulinvitation.com/
thrust )
2. “Sucked DOWN THE DRAIN?” - New information
for physics: things fall to the ground because selfsimilarity makes a drainhole for charge out thru the
speed of light. Einstein WAS right that the symmetry of
infinite non-destructive compression was the key to the
continuum of electric charge to gravity - he was wrong not
to see this demonstrated in the symmetry of every plant
phylotaxis. )

above: - the angle / sym m etry array (self-sim ilar -im plosive gravity m aking -recursion) at which capacitively coupled
CHARGE - could best FEED DNA - enough to ignite it - toward
sustainability / im m ortality ( see electric definition of BLISS /
creativity soulinvitation.com /blisstuner ). Hence - the best way to
design an environm ent ( form erly called ‘sacred’ ) for agriculture /
architecture - pregnant enough ( successful in charge / com pression
+ therefore distribution ) for DNA to becom e electrically
CONSCIOUS and SELF-AWARE (gravity m aking and im plosive ).
See photom icrographs below (&- soulinvitation.com /knotslipping )
of DNA becom ing toroidal ( en’soul’ed ) during sex/bliss/death.
The Golden Ratio -BOUNDARY CONDITION..BETW EEN CHAOS &
LIFE..Dynamical Symmetries: Mathematical Synthesis Between Complexity, (edge
of) Chaos Theory , Fractal Geometry and the Golden Mean: leading to an
argument for an Autocatalytic Architectural approach based on emergent SelfOrganised Criticality. by Nigel Reading: soulinvitation.com /philotactics

Capacitively coupled charge com pression has been called ‘spirit’,
‘grace’ , ‘chi’, ‘orgone’, ‘barrakah’, ‘chakti’ -T he confusion of
electrical definition has perhaps been because physics has been too
arrogant or self-destructive to recognize the electrical nature of life
force and the obviously recursive charge com pression which
facilitates seed germ ination. Or perhaps it has been because those
who keep picking out new nam es for biologic capacitance (like
Reich’s choice of orgone as a term ) were clearly unfam iliar with
capacitive coupling (like pine cones com m unicating for exam ple).

left: Recursive adding and multiplying
(heterodyning) of both wave lengths AND (phase)
velocities creates a cohere-ing of wave front
SPEEDS thru the speed of light. This charge
‘sucked down the drain-hole’ is called GRAVITY.
Capacitance (charge) in the symmetry of selfsimilarity or fractality is how gravity is CREATED
because this successful heterodyning of waves
produces ACCELERATION from perfected
COMPRESSION ( acceleration = gravity). This
‘black-hole’ effect is the origin of the term KHEMmeaning ‘from the blackness’ in alCHEMy and
CHEMistry.
. www.soulinvitation.com/alchemy
www.soulinvitation.com/blackholeeffect

Below 3 images - IS THE AMOUNT OF
GRAVITY (Fractal Collapse?) CREATED BY
AN ATOM PROPORTIONAL TO HOW SELF SIMILAR
ITS INSIDE (Nucleus) IS - TO ITS OUTSIDE
(Electrons)?

> Compare
if the image on the left page side
here is correct- then nuclear
hadron nesting is essentially
PLATONIC SOLIDS NESTED AND if the image on the right is
correct then Electron Valence symmetries

Chemist - Moon’s
Work
in Geometry of Atomic
Nucleus - from Perfect
Platonic Solids
NESTINGImplies
3D Non-Destructive
Collapse
=Gravity Making or

ARE ALSO NESTED PLATONIC
SOLIDS-

“Implosive

IF TRUE - then the nucleaus is

Compression”

SELF SIMILAR to THE
SURROUNDING ELECTRONS IF TRUE - then this would tend to
confirm the hypothesis that the
gravity which holds atoms
together may be caused by the
invitation to successful collapse
generated by ( fractal?) self
similarity.

The s,p d,f electron suborbitals interdigitate to compose essentially the entire
atomic table.
It has long been known that the
s sub-orbital is essentially the 2
vortex pair of a donut..

The P ( or Pi) sub-orbital is
commonly known to be cubic (
3 pair of vortex or toroids =
cube).

With a little study of platonic
symmetry it does not take much
stretch of the imagination to
conclude that the remaining 10,
14 electron shells - the 5 and 7
pair - d and f sub shells are
DODECA and ICOSA respectively..

3.. Einstein’s theory that accelerating charge thru the speed of light requires infinite energy - is proven wrong by every living
protein. Living and fractal structures like pine cones, and the self-similar electrical fibres where the heart gets voltage from
gravity to fire (perkinjole), and the self similar branches (alveoli) of the lung - create life because they implosively attract
(capacitive couple) charge (from the gravity field).
4. Therefore we add - that self-similarity in biologic capacitance - is the CAUSE and maintainer of life- because this creates
perfected charge distribution (earlier called the ‘breath of life’ or spirit). Logically extending the Vedic notion that the ability to
self-refer defines consciousness, we now see that it is moreover - perfected (fractal) compression of charge which creates the
perfected distribution of charge - which defines conscousness itself. (explaining for example why conductivity measureably
improves when impressed with human ‘intention’ in Bill Tiller’s latest book).
3. That DNA becomes stronger every time it enters biologically fractal (successful charge compressing ) environments - and
weaker (dies a little) - every time it enters fractionating (non-fractal ) charge environment. In practice this means sacred space caves, stone circles, labyrinths - enable life by compressing charge (biologic information) successfully into DNA. And the
opposite is true - that persons who persistently inhabit bleeding capacitors ( metal buildings, capacitive charge depleted air
{air’conditioning’} etc., non-fractal electrosmog) will electrically shorten the life /implosion of their DNA.
4. That DNA - in the necessary and survival required process of becoming electrically sustainable - must become a source of
gravity. DNA becomes biology’s most efficient charge implosive fractal. This is particularly true after the 7th recursive braid
operation (en’soul’ment) which turns it into a gravity making implosive DONUT - most commonly observeable during sex,
tantra, kundalini, bliss and death. ( soulinvitation.com/knotslipping + soulinvitation.com/circularDNA ) The blue ultravioletFLASH ( moving toward faster than C lightspeed) observeable often at these times (sex-tantra-kundalini-death - and we may
add menopause ) from healthy cells - is evidence of DNA’s success in getting thru the otherwise mortal condition of being stuck
below the speed of light.
Ill-advised genetic engineers continue to propagate the same dolly the sheep stupidity that Enki/EA(‘s earth)/abRAham started
this Nephalim - fallen genetic wrong turn with. By not recognizing that DNA MUST have the (fractal) environment of genetic
diversity and freedom of choice - in order to become nourished / implosive / self-steering ( just like your kids). Anything else
just makes DNA as stupid (& deadly) as the genetic engineers who insult their own genes.
5. That all systems which become self-aware and thereby apparently self organizing do so specificially by arranging themselves
into the optimized charge distribution which results from Golden Ratio fractal compression - accounting for Golden Ratio in
phylotaxis, in every (Pent) living protein, and the (Golden) spiral nature of star systems, galaxies and time itself. (aka Carolan
book: ‘SPIRAL CALENDAR’ )
6. That apparent synchronicity, and the inhabiting of time ( a measure of relative rotation) is only sustainable when time (the
symmetry of event histories in time) is also Golden Ratio and fractal.
7. That all parts of life which do not ultimately obey this simple law - get charge fractal or die ( - like most poisonously metal refrigerators, buildings, cities, and bioregions on Earth today - ) will die sooner rather than later. ( list of materials that create
fractal and therefore sacred charge space for architecture- and all life - - see : soulinvitation.com/architecture )

The reason that perfected (fractal / self-similar) compression creates
both gravity and self-awareness is elegantly simple. As the waves of
charge converge, they lock in the geometry of recursion. This most
effectively conserves inertia, because the laws of constructive only
interference require they assume Golden Ratio (allows the adding
AND multiplying which recursive heterodyning requires). This is
borne out in the 10 spiral top down view of DNA and every living
(pent / phylotaxtic) protein.
The constructive recursive heterodyning intereference then begins
adding and multiplying constructively BOTH their wave length and
PHASE VELOCITY. The effective speed of charge propagation then
is given a path thru the speed of light by ratios of Golden Mean. This
geometry (the true infinite non-destructive compression Einstein
sought) - then allows COMPRESSION TO BE TURNED INTO
ACCELERATION (Gravity). Gravity is the suction for charge thru
the speed of light created by self-similarity. This further explains why
capacitor arrays measure and create gravity when their power spectra
are cascades BETWEEN frequencies optimized by Golden Mean (
formerly called ‘scalar’ or ‘torsional’ waves).
This furthers explains DNA’s design based on Golden Ratio for
gravity making when ignited with charge (see Bliss defined electrically: soulinvitation.com/blisstuner )
When charge waves lock in this symmetry it requires zero inertia to propagate faster than light speed in the array (
like the touching billiard balls above). Thus this perfected charge compression creates the perfected CHARGE
DISTRIBUTION which defines conscious awareness. (Like perfect distribution with zero storage defines abundance in economics ).

Above - examples of simple capacitor tank circuit measuring gravity waves faster than light speed ( Hodowanec
and Ramsey - RussTrak recordings). This also explains the Princeton consciousness studies in which they look at
the output of what is essentially of passive non-linear oscillator ( a sitting capacitor) to notice global emotion
events. Charge compression measureably changes when impressed (compressed) with human intent. (Many
recent measures in Bill Tiller’s latest books).
The summary principle is that life is the work of getting biologic molecules ( capactitors ) - into the fractal array
that permits charge propagation to become efficient. Expressed another way - this explains why only fractals ( in
both space and time ) are inhabitable. Only they permit capacitance to breathe.
Noting the natural fusion energy of hydrogen based fuels like
MAGNAGAS - and the Implosive Hydrogen basis of
MicroHydrin - we point to the work of Randy Masters and
others to prove the Balmer spectral emission lines of Hydrogen
nest in GOLDEN MEAN RATIO. ( stellated dodec ). - Below life creating / charge compressed and charge propagating DODECA water molecules: ‘clathrate cage’. see
soulinvitation.com/watercharged

see also: Holy Grail of'Cold'Fusion,& the
Palladium Dodeca., Chemist Moon's depiction of dodecahedral Palladium, key to Cold
Fusion , soulinvitation.com/seeingstars also
../noble and ../notfree

Below - this then allows us to re-invent materials science, architecture and agriculture based on a NEW SCIENCE OF LIFE: Everything that biologically creates a fractal and charge breatheable structure makes LIFE everything else ( bleeding capacititors like square metal refrigerators, houses and cities) - creates only death.

-Tests to be done to confirm this new theory of gravity and consciousness based on self-similar enabled charge collapse / fusion /
implosion / compression :
1. Confirm that assembling capacitors in nested pent spiral symmetry - on the 60 degree implosion cone down the throat of
stellated interdigitated dodeca - (pic below) - optimizes the already measured phenomenon ( soulinvitation.com/thrust ) - that
capacitors in a cone MAKE GRAVITY. The theory predicts what has already been confirmed by many - that the microgravity
created by these circuits begins with a very pronounced perceiveable NEGATIVE ION WIND. ( Note well: the theory also
predicts the already often observed phenomena that capacitors making implosion in a fractal WITHOUT biologic intent / biologic
sourced material - DOES CREATE NAUSEA - as all DNA is poisoned when the radio station of its charge communion is
polluted - see also - WHY FREE ENERGY IS NOT FREE : soulinvitation.com/notfree and WHY THE TECHNOLOGY versus
THE BIOLOGY of IMPLOSION - CAN BE SICKENING - at soulinvitation.com/antakarana )
Frank van den Bovenkamp (Heart Coherence team: frank@heartcoherence.com ) suggests adding here: In relation to the material on
fundamental tetra / 7 spin symmetries vs. the ‘Anu’ & hydrogen ( as introduced at soulinvitation.com/knotslipping ) - Frank’s original
animations at - heartcoherence.com/tetraphysics , leading up to his recent: heartcoherence.com/sequentialphysics , and what he adds
here: —An expansion of the classical physics model
www.heartcoherence.com/newphysics , (brief exerpt here)- * The natural relation between “charge” and gravity / inertia is a
logarithmic function. * The natural relation between “charge” and time / space is a hyperbolic function.
Consequently, the all-over natural shape of (cognitive / material) creation is a logaritmic / hyperbolic fractal. This is also known
as Global Scaling Theory. Hence, charge, and thus matter and energy distribution in the natural, living universe is essentially
fractal....(another exerpt)- * The number Phi (Golden Mean) is found to appear as the optimised mathematical scaling and matching
factor for causal factor migrating inbetween the causal and cognitive-material planes, and therefore the key controller of fractal
distribution and of ...oscillatory modes.
2. Confirm that the capacitive field coupled charge harmonics coming off the tip of such pine cones of capacitance - CONTAIN
CHARGE MOVING IN MULTIPLES OF GOLDEN MEAN TIMES THE SPEED OF LIGHT.
3. Confirm that material chosen for the mirror material in phase conjugate mirror optics - is optimized by charge fractality. (
Nuclear, electron, and molecular symmetries all self similar- as in biology’s best: DNA ).
4. Confirm that arrays of paramagnetic stone (granite / basalt / lime) - create measureable microgravity changes - particularly
when arranged like a 10 spiral pine cone- top down view of DNA (in addition to creating measureable seed germination
improvement - soulinvitation.com/germination - and improved electrically successful human death - soulinvitation.com/death ).
This is similar to.. - Bill Witherspoon’s Sri Yantra in the Desert Modifies Fertility, Climate..... and Gravity??- as reprinted with
other extensions of this article at soulinvitation.com/einstein - also see the parallel anthropological evidence- lack of permission to touch / lack of contact permissive
symmetry in cultural laws CREATES DESERTS:DESERTIFICATION, Patriarchy and “Hard-Making Power”-Politics that Prevent Touch - Prevent RAIN! The

PHIRICAIS Theory hypothesizes that long paramagnetic structures properly embedded in the land will not only affect fertility,
climate, and consciousness - (witness the next article here- Giant Paramagnetic SRI YANTRA transforms desert? ) - but also STABILITZE GRAVITY and ATMOSPHERE - by installing the charge symmetry of implosive compression. ( Microgravity site
measurements are called for. )Self organization from the projective geometry of CHARGE = emergence = immanence = flow of
similitude.
related reading:
a) Dynamical Symmetries: Autopoietic Architecture- The Areas of Mathematical Synthesis Between Complexity, (edge of) Chaos
Theory , Fractal Geometry and the Golden Mean: leading to an argument for an Autocatalytic Architectural approach based on
emergent Self-Organised Criticality, by Nigel Reading - Dynamical Symmetries, ../philotactics/Dynamical Symmetries , originally http://www.giant.co.uk/phimega.html
b) “Unified Field” Physics? based on Golden Mean Ratio by Alex Kaivarainen -”It appears, that Golden
crucial role in matter (rest mass) and elementary charge origination.

Mean plays a

c) arXiv:hep-th/0004152 v5 18 Aug 2000 (thanks to frank@heartcoherence.com - for pointing to this)
Scale Relativity in Cantorian E(1) Space and Average Dimensions of Our World
by Carlos Castro Alex Granik› M.S.El Naschie, Abstract:
Cantorian fractal spacetime, a family member of von Neumann’s noncommutative geometry, is introduced as a geometry underlying a
new relativity theory which is similar to the relation between general relativity and Riemannian geometry. Based on this model and the
new relativity theory an ensemble distribution of all the dimensions of quantum spacetime is derived with the help of Fermat last
theorem.
The calculated average dimension is very close to the value of 4+ PHI^3 (where PHI is the golden mean ) obtained by El Naschie on
the basis of a different approach. It is shown that within the framework of the new relativity the cosmological constant problem is
nonexistent, since the Universe self-organizes and self-tunes according to the renormalization group (RG) flow with respect to a
local scaling microscopic arrow of time. This implies that the world emerged as a result of a non- equilibrium process of selforganized critical phenomena launched by vacuum fluctuations in Cantorian fractal spacetime E°. It is shown that we are living
in a metastable vacuum and are moving towards a fixed point ( Dav = 4 + 3) of the RG. After reaching this point, a new phase
transition will drive the universe to a quasi-crystal phase of the lower average dimension of PHI^3.

references for Nashie above: The Cantorian Superfluid Vortex Hypothesis... Castro, C., A. Granik, & M. El Naschie, “Scale relativity in
Cantorian. space,” arXiv:hep-th/0004152 (2000). 4. Castro, C. & A. Granik, ...
redshift.vif.com/JournalFiles/V10NO3PDF/V10N3XIA.pdf
A Cantorian Superfluid Vortex and the Quantization of Planetary Motion , Castro, C., et al., “Scale relativity in Cantorian space,”
arXiv:hep-.th/0004152 (2000). 9. Castro, C. & A. Granik, “Scale relativity in Cantorian ...
redshift.vif.com/JournalFiles/V11NO1PDF/V11N1CHR.pdf
Comments on the Riemann conjecture and index theory on ...... spectral dimensions of fractal branes living in Cantorian-fractal
space-time,.. MS El Naschie:”Why we live in 3 + 1 dimensions”, hep-th/0004152 v.4. ...
citebase.eprints.org/cgi-bin/ citations?id=oai:arXiv.org:hep-th/0009014
The status and programs of scale relativity theory, Chaos ...Comments on the Riemann conjecture and index theory on Cantorian fractal
space ...
... Available from: hep-th/0004152; Castro, C., Found. ... Full Text; Castro C, Mahecha J.
202.120.13.78/cgi-bin/sciserv.pl?collection=journals& journal=09600779&issue=v12i0009&article=...
Cantorian-Fractal Spacetime model developed by Mohammed El Naschie [6]. ...A; El Naschie, MS “Why we live in 3 + 1 Dimensions”
hep-th/0004152. ...
www.mdpi.org/entropy/papers/e3010012.pdf

Here we add more on seemingly profound confusion of Einstein’s Relativity...
INCONTROVERTIBLE FLAWS IN THE THEORY OF RELATIVITY AND THE ROLE IT HAS PLAYED IN CURRENT
TRENDS OF COSMOLOGICAL THOUGHT.. . THE ORIGIN OF THE SPECIAL THEORY exerpt quote from Joseph Cater book: “The Awesome Force” - more at soulinvitation.com/cater ( Mr Cater is perhaps about as diplomatic with conventional physics
thinking as is Mr Winter.)CHAPTER 2.. Although the facts revealed in the previous chapter have shattered the theory of relativity, they
are still not likely to convince the more ardent Einstein worshipers and zealots. This fallacy has become so deeply rooted in the
consciousness of scientists and the rest of the world in general that it will not be easily disposed of, despite the fact it can be readily
refuted from many different aspects. This concept has gained such a foothold, and become so much a part of modern physical theory, a
mere demolition job on it will be inadequate. It must be completely pulverized from every conceivable angle. This will be
accomplished in the following pages. Any reader who digests this chapter and remains an Einstein admirer should put this book aside
and not read any further.Before the advent of Einstein and the theory of relativity, the transverse wave theory of light was universally
accepted. Waves cannot exist without a medium to transmit them, or in other words, a medium which vibrates in some manner.
Thereforé, physicists postulated the existence of a subtle medium which permeates all space. They called it the ether. It follows that if
light is a result of transverse waves transmitted through an ether, then, since the earth travels through this ether in its path about the
sun, an ether drift should be detected. It’s a situation analogous to sound waves being transmitted through a stationary atmosphere, and
an observer moving through or relative to this atmosphere. His motion relative to the atmosphere would result in a wind, or atmosphere
drift, according to his observations. Similarly, the earth’s motion through the ether should produce an ether wind. Experiments were
devised to detect this ether wind, or drift, and its velocity. They are known as the MichelsonMorely experiments. A light ray was split
into two parts, each traveled different but identical length paths, and then they recombined. The apparatus was mounted on a platform
that could be rotated in any direction. It was correctly reasoned that if light were transmitted in the assumed manner, then at the point
the rays were recombined interference fringes should be observed. Negative results were always obtained, to the consternation and
amazement of the physicists.Some explained away such results by assuming the earth carried some of the ether along with it. If such
were the case, it could certainly account for the negative results of the experiments. It was accepted by some of the famous physicists
of the day but was rejected by the majority, a!though no sound arguments against it were proposed. Evidently, they all failed to realize
the idea was contradictory. They were all aware of the fact that a body can travel through free space at a constant velocity and
encounter no resistance. This means matter has no measurable attraction or affinity for this hypothetical ether. Light couldn’t be
transmitted through this medium in the manner assumed, without interactions taking place within the ether. It follows that no part of the
ether can be displaced from the rest of it without encountering resistance. Therefore, the earth could not carry ether along with it, and
not experience the same kind of resistance. This would deaccelerate the earth, and bring it to a stop. Likewise, no material body could
travel through free space without requiring a steady application of force to counteract this resistance. Consequently, the orbiting of
planets and other bodies would be an impossibility. Evidently, none of the scientists involved recognized this serious flaw in the above
idea. One might have expected more from such a collection of distinguished intellects. It is not surprising in view of subsequent mental
lapses concerning the interpretation of the experiment.The Michelson-Morely experiments actually proved that the assumption that
light is propagated as transverse waves through an all prevading medium is not valid. He would, therefore, have concluded the
transverse wave concept is not necessary to account for the diffraction and interference effects of light. The physicists were unable to
reject the transverse wave concept. Therefore, the only way out of the dilemma created by the results of the Michelson-Morely
experiments was the absurd conclusion that the observed velocity of light was independent of the velocity of the source or that
of the observer. In other words, the velocity of light is a universal constant. This idea, of course, violates the principle of relative
velocities encountered in all of our experiences. This is clearly a case of doublethink.+With this as a starting point, the physicist
H. A. Lorentz derived a set of equations bearing his name. As expected, they predicted an assortment of ridiculous phenomena
such as:(I) Time slows down on a moving system. In other words, if two systems are moving relative to each other, an observer
on each one will note that the clock on the other system is ticking off the seconds more slowly than his clock.(2) A body will
shorten in the direction of motion and the dimension will approach zero, as its velocity approaches that of light.(3) The mass of

a body increases with its velocity and approaches infinity as the velocity approaches that of light.In 1903, a physicist derived the
famous equation E = mc2 from the lorentz equations. This was two years before Einstein was heard of. Most of the physicists
considered the conclusion derived from the Lorentz equations little more than mathematical oddities, since they were somewhat
unpalatable and difficult to believe.This was the state of the art when Einstein got into the act in 1905. He proceeded to compound the
original error. He devised new interpretations for the Lorentz equations by transforming them into something that was supposed to have
physical reality. Physicists were still in a daze over the results of the Michelson-Morely experiments, and apparently their mental state
made them vulnerable to any idea, regardless of how illogical it might be. Consequently, Einstein’s ideas were readily accepted, and he
was hailed as the man who saved physics. He was also given credit for the equation E = mc2. It will be proven in Part II this equation
is meaningless and represents only a minute part of the physical energy contained in any given mass. This monstrosity that Einstein put
the finishing touches on became known as the special theory of relativity.If the mathematics used to develop a theory are valid but the
basic premise is wrong, the final conclusion will also be wrong. It is simply a cause and effect relationship. The conclusions will reflect
the characteristics of the original assumption. The algebra of the special theory is valid, therefore, the conclusions are necessarily as
vacuous as the original assumption. A review of the conclusions just mentioned is in order.A body is supposed to shorten in the
direction of motion, and this dimension will approach zero as its velocity nears that of light. With this conclusion, two mutually
contradictory statements emerge. Since one of the dimensions of a body tends to vanish, the body itself will tend to disappear, yet
according to a conclusion mentioned earlier, its mass becomes infinite! Incontrovertible Flaws in the Theory of Relalivity - end
exerpt quote from Joseph Cater - book: “The Awesome Force” - more at soulinvitation.com/cater

We ask: Could A Fractal and Self-Similar CHARGE SYMMETRY - BE the solution to ‘isogravitation’ - ( See the stellated
dodeca symmetries of hydrogen, DNA, Earth Grid and Zodiac - models at soulinvitation.com/predictions ) and further:
Is the AMOUNT OF GRAVITY LOCALLY PREDICTED BY HOW MUCH CHARGE IS BEING COMPRESSED AND
ACCELERATED NEARBY BY SELF SIMILARITY?
Here we would compare further ‘Einstein critique’ in the paper by Santilli- Below exerpted -from - Ruggero Maria Santilli, Institute
for Basic Research, P. O. Box 1577, Palm Harbor, FL 34682, U.S.A., ibr@gte.net ”INCONSISTENCIES OF GENERAL
RELATIVITY AND THEIR APPARENT RESOLUTION VIA THE POINCAR¶E INVARIANT ISOGRAVITATION”
In preceding works we pointed out serious axiomatic inconsistencies of grandunied theories when gravitation is included in its
conventional Riemannian formu-lation. In this note we present a number of additional inconsistencies of generalrelativity and show
that they ultimately originate from the the Riemannian curva-ture. In fact, the latter implies a noncanonical structure at the classical
level and anonunitary structure at the operator level, with consequential structural problemsat both classical and operator levels, such
as the lack of invariance in time of basicunits. In turn the latter features imply the lack of well dened invariance (ratherthan the
customary covariance), with consequential lack of invariance in time ofnumerical predictions. These problematic aspects suggest the
construction of a newtheory of gravitation based on the conditions of admitting a universal symmetrywithout curvature. The
compatibility of gravitation with special relativity thenuniquely identies the needed invariance as a symmetry isomorphic to the
Poincar¶esymmetry. It is shown that the latter conditions do not admit a solution within thecontext of the conventional Lie theory and
its underlying mathematics. It is shownthat the use instead of the novel isomathematics for matter and its isodual for anti-matter, the
related Lie-Santilli isotheory and its isodual and the resulting isotopiesand isodualities of the Poincar¶e symmetry allow a geometric
unication of generaland special relativity via the axioms of the special, in which case gravitation doesindeed emerge as possessing a
universal symmetry without curvature. We indicatethe apparent resolution of the inconsistencies of general relativity permitted by
itsisotopic reformulation, we point out some intriguing cosmological implications, andwe show that the new invariant isogravitation is
a concrete and explicit realization ofthe theory of \hidden variables”, with a natural, axiomatically consistent operatorform.1.
IntroductionAs it is well known, electroweak theories have an outstanding scientic consistency (see,e.g., Refs. [1]), while the
achievement of a grand unication with the inclusion of gravityas represented by general relativity [2] has remained elusive despite
attempts dating backto Einstein.In preceding works [3], we have pointed out a number of axiomatic inconsistenciesof grand unications
in the representation of matter as well as of antimatter whenevergravity is represented via curvature in a Riemannian space, such as:11)
The admission by electroweak interactions of the fundamental Poincar¶e symmetrycompared to the absence of a symmetry for any
Riemannian treatment of gravitation infavor of the well known covariance;2) The essentially °at, thus canonical structure of
electroweak interactions comparedto the curved, thus noncanonical structure of Riemannian gravitation, with consequentialnonunitary
character of quantum gravity and related well known problems of consistency;3) The admission by electroweak interactions of
negative-energy solutions for antimat-ter as compared to the strict absence of negative energies for any Riemannian treatmentof
gravitation.
Abstract:

The GRAVITY of the situation: Without ELECTRICAL CHARGE Hygiene to Create LIFE FORCEGenetic Survival could be threatened since failure to understand successful compression - undermines all
human structures.
Summary of the principle new insights offered from Dan Winter’s writing - by Implosion Group:1. When waves of electrical charge are
arranged in self-similar or fractal (pine cone like) geometry optimized by Golden Ratio - recursive constructive interference
(heterodyning) turns compression in to acceleration. (because Golden Ratio allows the wave VELOCITIES as well as the wave
lengths to recursive add/multiply). This solves Einstein’s dilemna and the unified field- because this (like the simple plant phylotaxis
that explains how plant LIFE FORCE is a way to get voltage from gravity - soulinvitation.com/biophoton ) IS the geometry of

INFINITE NON-DESTRUCTIVE COMPRESSION (the geometric key to relating gravity to electromagnetism). This also explains
why capacitors in a cone MAKE GRAVITY ( soulinvitation.com/thrust ). In that article - Winter deals with the danger of turning this
insight (Winter call’s PhiRICAIS - Phi Recursion Induced Charge Implosion Solution - soulinvitation.com/phiricais ) into the obvious
mechanical electrical implosion device which ends fossil fuel dependancy. This is because of fact that nature designed it that only
structures which embed biological intent should accelerate charge thru the speed of light (producing gravity from voltage and
the inverse) - since this is the radio station which determines the successful holy communion / information sharing /
compression summation / pure intention testing - at the coeur of all DNA. (Why non-linear - formerly erroneously called ‘FREE’energy devices make sensitive people sick.) Winter contends that the dozens of these devices which have already been suppressed by
the American military - cannot be used responsibly until a massive re-education about human bliss can show us the only sustainable
biological access to this energy source.(See soulinvitation.com/course curriculum - showing that since BLISS/ enlightenment/
measureable charge density in biology - is the ultimate form of education and the only source of immune system / ensoulment / and
biological immortality/sustainability - and therefore the only agreeable purpose to having government - and finally articulates a
scientific hygiene to make bliss sustainable - which replaces the disempowering personality/miracle worship of religion ).Gradually,
Winter predicts - we will take responsibility for the fact that DNA’s PHI based fractality - explains that successful genes are a device
designed to MAKE GRAVITY (by successful compression that becomes acceleration). And that this ability is key to creating an
electrical hygiene (environment) for successful dying. (no discontinuity of memory / the projective geometry of charge). see
soulinvitation.com/death Also see in this article, Winter - redefines the meaning of success in architecture - by stating how life force in
a building can be built and measured. soulinvitation.com/architecture Ultimately this redefines the meaning of temple - as a solar
capacitor fractally aligned for charge compression to ignite ( eck in stasis - charge stabilized to Ecstasy ) DNA. ( discussion:
soulinvitation.com/peru ).

Appendix: Phi Harmonics - packing wave power in spikes ( from Frank - heartcoherence.com )
Golden Mean heterodyning compresses the resulting wave power in single spikes, leaving the rest of the heterodyne relatively still. Below example includes only 11 harmonics. More and more lower and higher harmonics may
only result in excessively higher spikes, ultimately resulting in one single Dirac pulse. Golden Mean heterodyning
forms the only harmonic / recursive set creating, or respectively contained inside, a single pulse. At the same time,
the traditional spectral decomposition of the Dirac pulse renders all possible frequencies together, meaning the
entire Universe is theoretically described by one single Golden Mean harmonic set.
At Phi ratio - wave power increasingly contained inside single spikes, leaving the rest of the signal relatively
still. The heterodyne (grey) is the 1:1 result of the set below (red), though the scaling was adjusted.

Slightly off-Phi, the wave power gets quickly distributed in time.
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